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Silhouette collages cut from 
vegetable tanned deer leather.

The Dyeing Process at Lake House 

Chopped up bark from a 
cherry tree

The bark was taken from logs then 
chopped up in finer pieces for boiling 

I boiled the bark in a pot for around 
an hour adding salt and iron mordent 
at various time incruments 















Shoot location Conneticut 

Round Hill Road Estate 

The album I was inspired by for this campaign is Exile 

On Main St. A record recorded by The Rolling Stones in a 

château in the south of France in the summer of 1971 at a 

rented villa named Nellcôte, guitarist Keith Richards had 

rented the villa to live in while the band lived abroad as 

tax exiles.



Looking back at photos from the Exile On Main St. 

Everything was very candid and shot in an organic manner. 

None of the shots look posed. This is what I wanted to 

achieve with my campaign.



Recording sessions would happen at all hours of the 

night, without the confines of a proper recording studio, 

the sessions end up being fairly loose and unorganized 

which shows in the disheveled tableau of the songs the 

album felt unfiltered and loose.

Recording sessions often took place in the 

basement of the house. The working schedule was 

dictated by guitarist Keith Richards who also 

had a singularly dogged approach to composing 

songs.



















Looks from collection 

Look 1: AH Hand Oiled Horse Leather Shirt with 1940’s linen 

covered underwear buttons, knit sweater with screen printed 

Peter Doherty print, the jeans are constructed from re-

purposed 1970’s farm jeans from my grandfather.



Look 2: AH Sun Faded Long Sleeve Polo with Peter 

Doherty screen print, garment dyed in tea. AH 

Twisted Seam lamb Skin Pants, with vintage stud 

double wrap around belt.

Look 3: AH Destroyed Linen Throne Collar Shirt with 

subtle pinstripe, styled with a silk shirt tie, 

paired with AH Crushed Cotton Velvet Trouser. 



Look 4:  AH Gold Pinstripe Wool Suit, with white 

silk shirt tie and grey suede boot.

Look 5 White lambskin moto jacket with white 

cotton flared trouser and suede waist belt.



Look 6: AH Waxed Deer Leather Stage Blazer with 

twisted sleeve vents, AH Keith Shirt and Waxed 

Deer Leather Lace Up Pant. 

Look 7: AH Keith Shirt (raw silk), AH Velvet 

Trousers, suede waist belt with vintage gold 

buckle, paired with vintage snake skin boots.



Look 8: AH Metal Woven Cotton Blazer, over dyed 

with a synthetic dye called (Deep Grey), Knit 

sweater with hand sewn wood buttons, pants are 

constructed from a waxed deer skin, paired with a 

vintage pair of python skin boots.

Look 9: AH Heavy Linen Long Coat over dyed 

with black synthetic dye. Sparkle scarf and AH 

Twisted Seam Lambskin Leather Pants.



Look 10: AH Printed Silk Shirt with twisted seams 

allowing the cuff of the shirt to open on the front of 

your hand. AH Evil Eye Vegetable Tanned Guitar Strap 

styled as a belt with Waxed Lace Up Deer Leather Pants. 

Look 11: AH Doherty Tweed Coat with twisted seams on sleeves, allowing 

the vent to open on the front of your hand. With AH Evil Eye Vegetable 

Tanned Guitar Strap styled as a waist belt. AH Printed Silk Shirt and 

Twisted Seam Lambskin Leather Pants.



Look 12: AH Re-purposed Denim Stage Jacket constructed with 

vintage Levis from my grandfather’s farm, then over dyed with 

black synthetic dye. The jacket buttons are hand cut deer antler 

buttons sourced from Estonia. AH Pussybow Dress Shirt made from 

Japanese mud silk, with vintage Victorian buttons. Shown with AH 

Gold Pinstripe Wool Trousers. 

Look 13: AH Mud Dyed Motorcycle Jacket, The material for 

the leather jacket was sourced from a tannery in upstate 

New York that specializes in vegetable tanning. I then 

buried the leather in mud at my lake house for 8 months, 

giving the leather a beautiful inconsistency. Shown with 

AH Twisted Seam Corduroy Pants. 


